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Must-See Masterpiece

The Piano Pavilion opens at
the Kimbell Art Museum

Bolke’s Next Chapter

The Style Wunderkind’s shop
in Highland Park Village

Double Vision

With two simultaneous
shows, Dallas artist
David Bates is Back!

Plus

m o d e r n l u x u r y. c o m
Jan/feb 2014 $5.95

Perfect Patios
East Dallas’ hottest
reservation
A prestigious Dallas house
with an award-winning
landscape
The Season’s Soirees Take
an Artistic Turn

TOP FIVE: FOR THE HOME

d e s i g n

GREEN THUMB
Jason Pautz knows how
to create a lush scene.

Brawn and Lawn Landscaper Jason Pautz loves contemporary design.
But minimalist scenery? Not so much. We were excited to discover Pautz, who
moonlights as a model, and masterfully blends native and adapted plants with wood
and stone accents. “I like mixed modern and lush plantings with maybe five or six
species,” says the Grapevine native. “The colors and textures you get from plantings
softens the hard, contemporary lines of a house.” Pautz works primarily on private
homes, but also greened The Rustic and Cedars Social. jpautzlandscapes.com

New Chapter

Plunge into
the visionary, spectacular world of
Maya Romanoff by snagging a copy of
Multifarious: Maya Romanoff’s
Grand Canvas ($75) by Richard Cahan
and Michael Williams. Hot off CityFiles
Press this March, the book is a richly
illustrated story of one of the world’s
most talented designers. A 1960s fashion
designer credited with popularizing
tie-dye, Romanoff found his calling in
1969 when he began creating colorful,
richly textured wallcoverings. Multifarious chronicles Romanoff’s artistic,
often maverick, use of items such a glass beads, mother of pearl, sparkle dust,
and wood as surface materials. You’ll likely soon spot it on any design-savvy
friend’s coffee table: Be the first to get a copy. mayaromanoff.com
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The vibrant colors of India’s markets inspire
Robert Allen’s new residential fabrics
collection, called Ankasa: Legacy, the
company’s second collaboration with
Sachin and Babi Ahuluwalia, at the
Robert Allen/Beacon Hill showroom.
beaconhilldesign.com

Side tables are recast as stars, not
mere afterthoughts, at McLaughlin
Collection. With just-launched
Artisans Studio, a series of Lucite tables
crafted by local artists, the acrylic
design company has a clear winner.
mclaughlincollection.com
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Trend-proof J. Robert Scott furniture
is now available through Allan
Knight & Associates, which
devoted an entire space to designer
Sally Sirkin Lewis’ handmade
creations, known for a distinctive
ombré wood finish. allan-knight.com

Marcel Wanders, who designed the
iconic Knotted chair, has released a line
of playful, cartoony stools in jelly bean
colors—with both tall and short options.
Called New Antiques Container Stools,
look for them to attain classic status. Find
them at Scott + Cooner. scottcooner.com
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Bright colors—of the children’s toys variety—
in chairs with both a vintage aesthetic and
modern sensibility, are nothing if not pure
joy. Enter the Kelly project, a collaboration
between Swedish designers Mårten
Claesson, Eero Koivisto and Ola Rune, and
Italian company Tacchini. Find them at
Smink. sminkinc.com
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